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Delay Provisions in the AIA and
ConsensusDocs Form Contracts
By Jackson D. Glisson, III and Jessica Courtway
Delays on construction projects
are a common occurrence. With this
in mind, the best way to adequately
protect your client’s rights and interests is to ensure that the contract it
enters into for a given construction
project addresses common circumstances of delay. This applies whether
your client is a project owner, general
contractor, subcontractor, or design
professional. Fortunately, the two
leading form contracts used by construction industry professionals – the
AIA and ConsensusDocs forms – contain numerous provisions regarding
delay, bases for extensions of time,
and circumstances under which delay damages may be recoverable.

The AIA Form Contracts
The American Institute of Architects’ (the “AIA”) form contracts
are some of the most widely used in
the construction industry. The available forms cover a broad range of
contracting parties (owners, general
contractors, subcontractors, design
professionals), and an array of delivery methods, payment structures,
and project sizes.
One of the most widely used AIA
contract forms is the A201 General
Conditions. Recently modified in
2017, the A201 General Conditions
are incorporated into a broad spectrum of the AIA form contracts including the A101 (Standard Form of
Agreement Between Owner and Contractor where basis of payment is a
Stipulated Sum), the A102 (Standard
Form of Agreement Between Owner
and Contractor where basis of payment
is the Cost of the Work Plus a Fee with a
Guaranteed Maximum Price), and the
4

A401 (Standard Form of Agreement Between Contractor and Subcontractor).
There are several sections in the
unmodified A201 that discuss delays and the recovery of either time
or money in the event of such delays.
The A201 defines “Contract Time”
as the “period of time, including authorized adjustments allotted in the
Contract Documents, for Substantial
Completion of the Work.” Section
8.1.1. Substantial completion is the
date “certified by the Architect.”
Section 8.1.3. The time limits stated
within the A201 are of the essence.
Section 8.2.1.
According to Section 8.3 of the
A201:
§ 8.3.1 If the Contractor is delayed
at any time in the commencement

or progress of the Work by (1) an
act or neglect of the Owner or Architect, of an employee of either,
or of a Separate Contractor; (2) by
changes ordered in the Work; (3)
by labor disputes, fire, unusual
delay in deliveries, unavoidable
casualties, adverse weather conditions documented in accordance
with Section 15.1.6.2, or other
causes beyond the Contractor’s
control; (4) by delay authorized
by the Owner pending mediation
and binding dispute resolution; or
(5) by other causes that the Contractor asserts, and the Architect
determines, justify delay, then the
Contract Time shall be extended
for such reasonable time as the Architect may determine.
All claims related to delay must be
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submitted per the terms of Section
15, which will be discussed. While
Section 8.3.1 does not expressly provide for the recovery of monetary
damages related to the enumerated
delays, Section 8.3.3 goes on to state
the section “does not preclude recovery of damages for delay by either
party under the other provisions of
the Contract Documents.” Some of
these provisions include:
§ 9.7 Failure of Payment
If the Architect does not issue a
Certificate for Payment, through
no fault of the Contractor, within
seven days after receipt of the Contractor’s Application for Payment,
or if the Owner does not pay the
Contractor within seven days after
the date established in the Contract Documents, the amount certified by the Architect or awarded
by binding dispute resolution,
then the Contractor may, upon
seven additional days’ notice to
the Owner and Architect, stop the
Work until payment of the amount
owing has been received. The
Contract Time shall be extended
appropriately and the Contract
Sum shall be increased by the
amount of the Contractor’s reasonable costs of shutdown, delay
and start-up, plus interest as provided for in the Contract Documents. (Emphasis added).
While Section 9.7 states that the
contractor may be entitled to an increase in either Contract Time or
Contract Sum (or both) due to delayed payment, Section 9.5.1 specifically allows the architect to withhold
certification for payment should
there be “reasonable evidence that
the work will not be completed within the Contract Time”:
§ 9.5.1 The Architect may withhold
a Certificate for Payment in whole
or in part, to the extent reasonably
necessary to protect the Owner, if
in the Architect’s opinion the representations to the Owner required
by Section 9.4.2 cannot be made.
If the Architect is unable to certify
payment in the amount of the Application, the Architect will notify
the Contractor and Owner as pro6

vided in Section 9.4.1. If the Contractor and Architect cannot agree
on a revised amount, the Architect
will promptly issue a Certificate for
Payment for the amount for which
the Architect is able to make such
representations to the Owner. The
Architect may also withhold a Certificate for Payment or, because of
subsequently discovered evidence,
may nullify the whole or a part of a
Certificate for Payment previously
issued, to such extent as may be
necessary in the Architect’s opinion to protect the Owner from loss
for which the Contractor is responsible, including loss resulting from
acts and omissions described in
Section 3.3.2, because of:
***
.6 reasonable evidence that the
Work will not be completed within
the Contract Time, and that the unpaid balance would not be adequate
to cover actual or liquidated damages for the anticipated delay . . . .
A contractor may also be entitled
to an increase in contract sum should
the owner delay its work by suspending, delaying, or interrupting the
same. While an owner is expressly
entitled to, without cause, order the
contractor to suspend, delay or interrupt its work for a period of time as
the owner may determine necessary
(Section 14.3.1), the A201 provides
that a contractor may be entitled to
both an increase in contract time and
sum for any resulting delays:
§ 14.3.2 The Contract Sum and
Contract Time shall be adjusted
for increases in the cost and time
caused by suspension, delay, or
interruption under Section 14.3.1.
Adjustment of the Contract Sum
shall include profit. No adjustment
shall be made to the extent
.1 that performance is, was, or
would have been, so suspended,
delayed, or interrupted, by another cause for which the Contractor
is responsible; or
.2 that an equitable adjustment is
made or denied under another
provision of the Contract.
The A201 also allows the contrac-

tor to submit a claim for increased
contract sum or time in the event
of an emergency. Section 10.4. Additionally, should the contractor be
delayed by a different contractor
employed by the owner, the owner is
responsible for reimbursing contractor for the costs related to any such
delay. Section 6.2.3.
In order to be granted an extension
in the contract time or contract sum,
however, the contractor must follow
the claim provisions in Article 15.
Specifically:
§ 15.1.3.1 Claims by either the
Owner or Contractor, where the
condition giving rise to the Claim
is first discovered prior to expiration of the period for correction of
the Work set forth in Section 12.2.2,
shall be initiated by notice to the
other party and to the Initial Decision Maker with a copy sent to
the Architect, if the Architect is
not serving as the Initial Decision
Maker. Claims by either party under this Section 15.1.3.1 shall be
initiated within 21 days after occurrence of the event giving rise to
such Claim or within 21 days after
the claimant first recognizes the
condition giving rise to the Claim,
whichever is later.
***

.5 Claims for Additional Cost
If the Contractor wishes to make a
Claim for an increase in the Contract Sum, notice as provided in
Section 15.1.3 shall be given before proceeding to execute the
portion of the Work that is the
subject of the Claim. Prior notice
is not required for Claims relating to an emergency endangering
life or property arising under Section 10.4.
§ 15.1.6 Claims for Additional
Time
§ 15.1.6.1 If the Contractor wishes
to make a Claim for an increase
in the Contract Time, notice as
provided in Section 15.1.3 shall
be given. The Contractor’s Claim
shall include an estimate of cost
and of probable effect of delay on
progress of the Work. In the case
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of a continuing delay, only one
Claim is necessary.
§ 15.1.6.2 If adverse weather conditions are the basis for a Claim
for additional time, such Claim
shall be documented by data substantiating that weather conditions were abnormal for the period of time, could not have been
reasonably anticipated, and had
an adverse effect on the scheduled
construction.
Under the unmodified A201, the
Initial Decision Maker is the project’s architect. Importantly, claims
under Section 15 may not include
claims of consequential or “indirect’
damages – as such claims are mutually waived by the parties under Article 15.1.7.
The A201 also allows the assessment of liquidated damages should
the parties so decide. Liquidated
damages are also discussed in the
A101 and A102 forms. In Section
3.3.3 of the A101 and Section 4.3.3 of
the A102, it states that “if the Contractor fails to achieve Substantial
Completion, as provided [by the
Contract Documents], liquidated
damages shall be assessed.” The
contract forms allow the parties to
stipulate the amount to be assessed.
The A401 subcontract form similar
provides that:
§ 3.4 Claims by the Contractor
§ 3.4.1 Liquidated damages, if
provided for in the Prime Contract, shall be assessed against the
Subcontractor only to the extent
caused by the Subcontractor or
any person or entity for whose
acts the Subcontractor may be liable, and in no case for delays or
causes arising outside the scope of
this Subcontract.
As mentioned, the A101, A102,
and A401 all incorporate the A201
by reference.

1. ConsensusDocs
Similar to the AIA, ConsensusDocs offers a comprehensive portfolio of over 100 contract documents to
cover a variety of construction contract needs. Per its website, Consen-

susDocs’ form contracts were produced by a “diverse coalition of 40
leading associations with members
from all stakeholders in the design
and construction industry.” These
associations include groups such as
the Associated General Contractors
of America and the American Subcontractors Association, Inc., as well
as specialty groups such as the Architectural Woodwork Institute and
the National Association of Women
in Construction, amongst others.
The ConsensusDocs 200 – the
standard form general contract –
includes several provisions similar
to those found in A101, A102, and
A201. For instance, like Section 9.7
of the A201, Section 9.5 of the ConsensusDocs 200 allows for an equitable adjustment in contract price and
contract time related to an owner’s
delay in payment to contractor. Section 9.3 of ConsensusDocs 200 similarly provides for the owner to withhold payment due to a contractor’s
delayed performance as Section
9.5.1 of the A201.
Section 6 contains most of the provisions related to delays. According to Section 6.3.1:
6.3.1 If the Constructor is delayed
at any time in the commencement or progress of the Work by
any cause beyond the control of
the Constructor, the Constructor
shall be entitled to an equitable
extension of the Contract Time.
Examples of causes beyond the
control of the Constructor include,
but are not limited to, the following: (a) acts or omissions of the
Owner, the Design Professional,
or Others; (b) changes in the Work
or the sequencing of the Work
ordered by the Owner, or arising
from decisions of the Owner that
impact the time of performance of
the Work; (c) encountering Hazardous Materials, or concealed or
unknown conditions; (d) delay
authorized by the Owner pending dispute resolution or suspension by the Owner under section
11.1; (e) transportation delays not
reasonably foreseeable; (f) labor
disputes not involving the Constructor; (g) general labor disputes
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impacting the Project but not specifically related to the Worksite;
(h) fire; (i) Terrorism; (j) epidemics; (k) adverse governmental actions; (l) unavoidable accidents
or circumstances; (m) adverse
weather conditions not reasonably
anticipated. The Constructor shall
submit any requests for equitable
extensions of Contract Time in accordance with ARTICLE 8.
6.3.2 In addition, if the Constructor incurs additional costs as a
result of a delay that is caused
by items (a) through (d) immediately above, the Constructor shall
be entitled to an equitable adjustment in the Contract Price subject
to section 6.6.
While similar to A201 Section 8.3,
the ConsensusDocs form provides
more detailed, enumerated examples
of when an extension in the contract
time is warranted. Unlike the AIA,
the ConsensusDocs 200 then goes on
to expressly provide which of these
enumerated delays may allow for an
increase in the contract price.
The ConsensusDocs 200, as expected, requires timely notice for delay claims leading to an extension of
time or increase in the contract price:
6.3.3 NOTICE OF DELAYS If delays to the Work are encountered
for any reason, the Constructor
shall provide prompt written notice to the Owner of the cause of
such delays after the Constructor first recognizes the delay. The
Owner and the Constructor agree
to take reasonable steps to mitigate the effect of such delays.
6.4 NOTICE OF DELAY CLAIMS If
the Constructor requests an equitable extension of the Contract Time
or an equitable adjustment in the
Contract Price as a result of a delay
described in the section above, the
Constructor shall give the Owner
written notice of the claim in accordance with section 8.4. If the
Constructor causes delay in the
completion of the Work, the Owner
shall be entitled to recover its additional costs subject to section 6.6.
The Owner shall process any such
claim against the Constructor in accordance with ARTICLE 8.
7

8.4 CLAIMS FOR ADDITIONAL
COST OR TIME Except as provided in subsection 6.3.2 and section
6.4 for any claim for an increase in
the Contract Price or the Contract
Time, the Constructor shall give the
Owner written notice of the claim
within fourteen (14) Days after the
occurrence giving rise to the claim
or within fourteen (14) Days after
the Constructor first recognizes the
condition giving rise to the claim,
whichever is later. Except in an
emergency, notice shall be given
before proceeding with the Work.
Thereafter, the Constructor shall
submit written documentation of
its claim, including appropriate
supporting documentation, within
twenty-one (21) Days after giving
notice, unless the Parties mutually agree upon a longer period of
time. The Owner shall respond in
writing denying or approving the
Constructor’s claim no later than
fourteen (14) Days after receipt
of the Constructor’s claim. Owner’s failure to so respond shall be
deemed a denial of the claim. Any
change in the Contract Price or
the Contract Time resulting from
such claim shall be authorized by
Change Order.
Article 6 also provides for the assessment of liquidated damages based
on the date of substantial completion.
Importantly, Section 6.5.1.1 provides
for liquidated damages as the exclusive remedy for delays in achieving
the dates of substantial completion.

The liquidated damages provided herein shall be in lieu of all liability for any and all extra costs,
losses, expenses, claims, penalties,
and any other damages of whatsoever nature incurred by the Owner
which are occasioned by any delay
in achieving the Date of Substantial Completion.
The AIA documents do not so
provide.

Delay Issues for
Contractors & Potential
Contract Modifications
Due to the prevalence of delay
causing events on projects, contrac8

tors should pay close attention to
certain time-related clauses in the
contract. The issues addressed below are often the basis for disputes
between contractors and owners. Contractors and their counsel
should review the unique facts and
circumstances of each job and make
sure that these issues are well-defined and that their obligations and
triggers are clear.

A. Commencement
One common problem contractors
can encounter is the date or circumstances for commencement of the
work. The commencement date is
important because it serves as the
start of the project duration; in other
words, the clock begins ticking.
Depending on how commencement is defined, a contractor could
be faced with a situation where the
commencement date has passed
but it is prevented from starting the
work on the project. Similarly, a contractor could find itself in a situation
where it is ready to start the project,
it has resources and manpower committed, yet it cannot begin because
the owner has not issued a Notice
to Proceed (often because the owner
has not completed certain necessary
arrangements). Both scenarios can
be costly for the contractor.
The three potential options for the
date of commencement of the work,
based on Section 3.1 of the AIA Document A101-2017, are: (1) the date
of the agreement; (2) a date set forth
in a notice to proceed issued by the
owner; or (3) another date or means
of determining a date described in
the agreement. If a contractor is
considering the date of the agreement or the notice to proceed option,
it must be confident that the owner
will finalize issues such as site access or project financing prior to the
commencement date or issuance of
the Notice to Proceed. Similarly, the
party responsible for obtaining any
applicable permits must have adequate time for dealing with authorities having jurisdiction to obtain the
necessary permits. In light of these
potential hurdles, counsel for the
contractor may want to consider the

third option and specifically identify
any criteria and or events that must
occur before the contractor’s performance clock starts ticking.

B. Weather
Weather days are another frequent
area of misunderstanding between
owners and contractors. The A201
General Conditions document addresses weather as a basis for delay in
Sections 8.3.1 and 15.1.6.2. The ConsensusDocs 200 touches on weather
delays in Section 6.3.1. Both clauses
leave the reader with the question of
what is considered to be “normal” or
could have been “reasonably anticipated.”
§ 8.3 Delays and Extensions of
Time
§ 8.3.1 If the Contractor is delayed
at any time in the commencement
or progress of the Work by (1) an
act or neglect of the Owner or Architect, of an employee of either,
or of a Separate Contractor; (2) by
changes ordered in the Work; (3)
by labor disputes, fire, unusual delay in deliveries, unavoidable casualties, adverse weather conditions documented in accordance
with Section 15.1.6.2, or other
causes beyond the Contractor’s
control; (4) by delay authorized
by the Owner pending mediation
and binding dispute resolution; or
(5) by other causes that the Contractor asserts, and the Architect
determines, justify delay, then the
Contract Time shall be extended
for such reasonable time as the Architect may determine.
§ 15.1.6.2 If adverse weather conditions are the basis for a Claim for
additional time, such Claim shall
be documented by data substantiating that weather conditions
were abnormal for the period of
time, could not have been reasonably anticipated, and had an adverse effect on the scheduled construction.
6.3 DELAYS AND EXTENSIONS
OF TIME
6.3.1 If Constructor is delayed at
any time in the commencement
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or progress of the Work by any
cause beyond the control of Constructor, Constructor shall be entitled to an equitable extension of
the Contract Time. Examples of
causes beyond the control of Constructor include, but are not limited to, the following: (a) acts or
omissions of Owner, Design Professional, or Others; (b) changes in
the Work or the sequencing of the
Work ordered by Owner, or arising from decisions of Owner that
impact the time of performance of
the Work; (c) encountering Hazardous Materials, or concealed or
unknown conditions; (d) delay
authorized by Owner pending
dispute resolution or suspension
by Owner under §11.1; (e) transportation delays not reasonably
foreseeable; (f) labor disputes not
involving Constructor; (g) general
labor disputes impacting the Project but not specifically related to
the Worksite; (h) fire; (i) Terrorism;
(j) epidemics; (k) adverse governmental actions; (l) unavoidable
accidents or circumstances; (m)
adverse weather conditions not
reasonably anticipated. Constructor shall submit any requests for
equitable extensions of Contract
Time in accordance with ARTICLE
8. (Emphasis added.)
For planning purposes, contractors
considering such clauses will need to
estimate the potential number of normal adverse weather days. Agencies
like NOAA serve as a good source
for this historical weather information. Rather than trying to determine
if weather days are abnormal or beyond reasonable anticipation in the
midst of a project, contractors (and
owners) are better served by specifying a set number of weather days in
the contract to be taken into account
in the schedule. In calculating the
number of contract weather days, the
parties will need to consider (1) the
different types of weather conditions
that can occur; (2) the location of the
project and (3) the type of work and
materials on the project.
Once the parties have agreed on
the number of anticipated weather
days to include in the contract, any

weather days in excess of that number shall be the basis for an extension of time and possible increase in
the contract sum, depending on the
agreement of the parties. Even if the
parties have established the baseline
number of weather days, contractors
still need to be cognizant of any requirements for documenting and reporting weather days as they occur.

C. Liquidated Damages
A contractor should carefully
review the provisions related to
liquidated damages before executing a contract. Aside from ensuring that the amount (typically on a
per-day basis) is reasonable, a contractor may consider limiting its
exposure to ensure it is not paying
an amount disproportionate to its
scope or overall contract amount.
One modification is to limit its total
liquidated damages exposure to a
percentage of the contract sum. For
subcontractors, a modification exposure for liquidated damages to its
proven pro-rated share can prevent
the subcontractor from paying for
liquidated damages caused by other
subcontractors. Generally speaking, in Missouri, liquidated damages clauses are enforceable unless it
can be shown that the damages are
a penalty rather than a reasonable
estimation of the harm sustained by
the assessing party.

D. Substantial Completion
In most contracts, the assessment
of liquidated damages is tied to, at
a minimum, the date for achieving
substantial completion. Due to the
significant financial impact of liquidated damages, contractors should
play close attention to how the contract defines substantial completion.
In Section 9.8, the AIA Document
A201-2017 defines Substantial Completion as follows:
“Substantial Completion is the
stage in the progress of the Work
when the Work or designated portion thereof is sufficiently complete
in accordance with the Contract
Documents so that the Owner can
occupy of utilize the Work for its
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intended use.” The ConsensusDocs
200 definition is similar:
ConsensusDocs 200 Section 2.4.24:
“Substantial Completion” of the
Work, or of a designated portion,
occurs on the date when the Work
is sufficiently complete in accordance with the Contract Documents so that Owner may occupy
or utilize the Project, or a designated portion, for the use for which it
is intended, without unapproved
disruption. The issuance of a certificate of occupancy is not a prerequisite for Substantial Completion if the certificate of occupancy
cannot be obtained due to factors
beyond Constructor’s control.
This date shall be confirmed by a
Certificate of Substantial Completion signed by the Parties.
Contractors and their counsel
should make sure that the definition
and any criteria associated with substantial completion are within the
contractor’s control. For example,
owners will frequently make the issuance of a certificate of occupancy
a condition precedent to substantial
completion. If the owner is self-performing certain work that may be
required for issuance of a certificate
of occupancy, the contractor will
have no control over the completion of this work and the issuance
of the certificate. Landscaping is an
example of a work scope often selfperformed by the owner that can delay the issuance of the certificate of
occupancy.
In certain types of facilities, e.g.,
healthcare or senior living, substantial completion could be tied to state
regulatory requirements. In such
cases, the contractor must be sure to
carve out any requirements that are
unrelated to construction. For example, state certification could hinge
on the installation of special medical
equipment or life safety systems that
may fall outside of the contractor’s
scope of work.
Punch list work is another item
that poses significant risk for contractors. Owners, architects and
contractors frequently disagree regarding the status and completion
9

of punch list work. Because punch
lists can often be a moving target,
contractors and their counsel should
be hesitant to include completion of
punch list work as a requirement for
substantial completion. Rather, this
work should be a requirement of final completion, as punch list items
often do not prevent an owner from
occupying a building.
Counsel for contractors should also
watch for substantial completion requirements that are vague or undefined. Clauses such as “any other
documentation reasonably required
by the owner” or “any other work
reasonably required to occupy the
facility” open the door to arguments
over substantial completion, delay
damages and liquidated damages.

E. No-Damage-For-Delay
Clauses
While the AIA and ConsensusDocs forms expressly allow claims
for damages for delay, a contractor
should be wary of modifications
which prevent a contractor from
recovering damages tied to delay.
These types of provisions typically
limit a contractor’s recovery for
delay to an extension of time only.
While Missouri statute (Mo. Rev.
Stat. § 34.058) prohibits the existence
of such “no damages for delay”
clauses in public contracts, there is
no such prohibition in the context of
private contracts. In Illinois, the case
law has been that “no damages for
delay” clauses are enforceable except for limited circumstances. See J
& B Steel Contractors, Inc. v. C. Iber &
Sons, Inc., 642 N.E.2d 1215 (Ill. 1994)
(“No damage for delay” clauses are
enforceable, except in the case of
unforeseen delays not arising from
the contemplation of the parties, not
naturally arising from performance
of the work, or stemming from tortious, wrongful, or willful misconduct); and L.K. Comstock & Co., Inc. v.
Morse/UBM Joint Venture, 505 N.E.2d
1252 (Ill. App. 1987) (“No damage
for delay” clauses are enforceable
except where the contractee is not
acting in good faith, the delay is unreasonable in duration, or the delay
is attributable to inexcusable igno10

rance or incompetence).

I. Important Issues for
Owners & Potential
Contract Modifications

sign-off procedures to distinguish
punch list items from owner-caused
damage. If handled improperly, partial or early occupancy by the owner
can cause delays to the remainder of
the project.

A. Schedules

C. Hard Deadlines

Schedules serve as an important
tool for managing and gauging
progress on construction projects.
Owners that require comprehensive,
detailed and frequent schedule reports are less likely to be surprised
by unexpected delays or slippage
of milestone dates. While sometimes ignored or addressed in simple terms, the contract documents
should adequately address scheduling obligations and requirements.
Owners and contractors must be
on the same page regarding issues
such as:

In certain industries or sectors, the owner may have a project
deadline that cannot be moved, e.g.,
industrial outages, student housing
move-in dates, etc. For these projects, the owner must give careful
consideration to available remedies
and procedures for addressing excusable delays. If time extensions are
not an option, the owner will have to
revise the delay and change order
procedures to provide a basis for additional compensation and acceleration. Owners may also need to have
robust provisions allowing them to
supplement the contractor’s workforce or to hire additional contractors in the event of delays, regardless
of who is at fault. These conditions
may also require additional terms to
address coordination, interference
and labor concerns.

• the type of schedule that will be
maintained (e.g., CPM, software,
resource-loaded, etc.);
• the format of schedule reports to
the owner;
• the frequency of schedule updates;
• important milestone dates;
• the ownership of float;
• schedule treatment of unresolved
requests for time extensions and
potential change orders; and
• reporting of delays.
Rather than addressing these issues in a kick-off meeting, prudent
owners will have scheduling specifications included in the contract general conditions or as special exhibits
to the contract.

B. Partial or Early
Occupancy
If the owner intends to occupy a
portion of the project early, the process should be clearly addressed in
the contract documents. The clause
should address areas of the facility
that the owner may occupy early,
the timing for move-in activities, the
specific system requirements, and

1.

V. Conclusion
Most standard form contracts address the basic issues associated with
time and delays. However, in light
of the prevalence of delays on construction projects, practitioners and
their clients would be wise to spend
some time tailoring these contract
clauses to specifically address the
potential issues that could arise on
each project. All parties will benefit from enhanced scheduling obligations, greater clarity in defining
substantial and final completion,
comprehensive delay provisions and
accurate accounting for weather. As
with other types of construction issues, greater organization and planning on the front end helps reduce or
mitigate risk during the project.
qqq

Liquidated damages may also apply to milestone events/dates and final completion.
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